Why Choose Scorebuilders’ On-Campus Review Course?
Scorebuilders is Committed to Excellence
Scorebuilders is a physical therapist owned company whose sole focus and passion is to
prepare students for the National Physical Therapy Examinations (NPTE-PT, NPTE-PTA). We
offer more On-Campus Review Courses and sell more review products than any other
company. Scorebuilders has experienced nearly three decades of consecutive growth and is
the recognized leader in physical therapy licensing preparation.
The Best Outcomes in the Business
Our On-Campus Review Course outcomes are unprecedented! 93.7% of first time test takers
from accredited physical therapist assistant programs responding to our electronic survey
indicated that they passed the NPTE-PTA on their first attempt. We offered 260 two day OnCampus Review Courses in 2018 at some of the finest PT and PTA academic programs in the
United States.
A Comprehensive Course Built on a Solid Educational Foundation
Our course creates a stimulating learning environment that motivates and empowers
students. Discussion, spirited debate, and assessment activities assist students to refine
critical reasoning skills when answering challenging multiple-choice questions. Students learn
active study strategies that allow them to not only learn or relearn critical academic content,
but to develop the needed flexibility to apply this information in diverse clinical scenarios.
These essential skills are critically important when attempting to pass a high-stakes,
application driven exam like the NPTE-PTA.
Licensing-Like Questions are our Secret Recipe
Students consistently report that Scorebuilders’ questions are the most realistic questions
available for the NPTE-PTA. Licensing preparation companies that produce questions
significantly more difficult than the questions on the actual exam promote microstudying
which emphasizes tangential content at the expense of core content. Companies that
produce questions that are easier than the questions on the actual exam promote
overconfidence and provide students with a false sense of security. Our questions are
extremely demanding, but they are the kind of demanding students experience on the BIG
DAY! In addition, our sophisticated testing platform allows students to determine exactly how
demanding each question is by identifying the percentage of students answering each
question correctly and the percentage of students selecting each of the four options. This is a
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critically important feature when attempting to improve decision making and is not possible
with review books relying on antiquated technology like flash drives or CDs.
Amazing Course Instructors
We have 37 outstanding course instructors who have impressive qualifications and
credentials. Profiles for each of our instructors are available on our web site
www.scorebuilders.com/course_instructors.html. The instructors represent a broad mix of
seasoned academic faculty and expert clinicians. They are hand-selected, experienced
educators who are superior teachers and their teaching evaluations support this belief.
Course Evaluations
Take a look at aggregate and individual comments from recently completed On-Campus
Review Courses. A quick glance reveals the effectiveness of our instructors and the
overwhelming value of the course. Our continued growth and large list of repeat customers
speaks to the success of our courses. Over 99% of course participants agreed when asked if
the course should be offered to next year’s graduating class. Visit our web site for additional
representative examples of student and faculty feedback.
Free Basecamp - Standard Access
On-Campus Review Course participants receive free 30 day access to Basecamp ($55
value). This innovative web-based program assists students to develop mastery of essential
core academic content. Basecamp takes students on a journey through five Mountains
(Musculoskeletal, Neuromuscular, Cardiopulmonary, Other Systems, Non-Systems) and 120
Trails (e.g., Anatomy, Cardiac - Pathology, Motor Learning, Electrotherapy). Basecamp
collectively includes hundreds of academic assignments, 40 hours of videos, and 5,000
multiple-choice questions. To get a brief overview of this amazing product go to the following
url and click the play button https://scorebuilders.com/products/pta-basecamp-standard.
On-Campus Review Course Manual
Students participating in the review course receive a copy of our On-Campus Review Course
Manual. The innovative manual is filled with sample questions, assessment activities, study
tools, and other valuable resources. The 250 page manual is used throughout the two-day
course and remains a valuable resource for students until the day they take the actual exam.
Unlike other review companies who simply repackage information from their review book and
use it in their course manual, the information in the Scorebuilders’ On-Campus Review Course
Manual is 100% unique. Frequent manual updates ensure that the manuals convey even the
most recent NPTE-PTA developments.
A Pricing Structure that Makes Sense
Our unique pricing structure does not fluctuate based on the number of course participants
and instead relies on a fixed fee of $3,500 for our two‐day course. This type of structure
makes the most innovative and comprehensive review course affordable for groups of various
sizes. Our goal is to offer students the best review course on the market at a price that is
affordable. We understand the economic reality of physical therapist assistant students and
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have not increased the price of our On-Campus Review Course in well over a decade. In
addition, we have consistently increased the value of the course by adding fantastic new
features annually and providing access to incredible new offerings such as Basecamp.
Big Discounts on PTAEXAM: The Complete Study Guide
Attending the On-Campus Review Course allows students to save 25% on our best-selling
review book PTAEXAM: The Complete Study Guide. The breadth and depth of the academic
review and complexity of the sample questions in the current edition provide students with a
significant competitive advantage. The review book is a technological marvel that includes
access to our eLearning site, Insight. Insight effectively simulates the computer-based testing
features used on the actual exam and includes a sophisticated performance analysis section.
Students can quickly identify individual trends, compare their results to the results of other
students, and use identified strengths and weaknesses to design individualized remedial
strategies. The review book was redesigned to fully engage students and avoid the
encyclopedic and technologically antiquated feel of other review books. An edition guarantee
allows students to receive formal updates several times a year throughout the book’s edition
cycle. This innovative feature ensures that students always have the latest exam information
and academic content at their fingertips.
Hosting an On-Campus Review Course
Contact Scorebuilders (207) 885-0304 or contact Scott Giles directly at
sgiles@scorebuilders.com to schedule an On-Campus Review Course. If you prefer we can
schedule a phone call or even a conference call with members of your class. The more you
understand the important differences between Scorebuilders’ On-Campus Review Course
and the courses provided by our various competitors, the clearer the decision will be to host a
Scorebuilders’ course.

Scorebuilders is committed to the profession of physical therapy
and is a recognized Strategic Business Partner with the
American Physical Therapy Association. We have spent the last
three decades serving the needs of the physical therapy
profession. We believe in continuous innovation and are
committed to assisting students to pass the licensing
examination on their first attempt.

We look forward to working with your academic program and
assisting your class to achieve their licensing goals!
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